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men who claimed to be friends of both the President and Vice Pn dent to bring about a reconciliation between them.    Mr. Sam Swartwout was particularly active in that direction.   Gen. Jacks apprised me of those efforts and I advised him, earnestly and s cerely, to consent to any amicable arrangement of the subject £ would be consistent with his honor.   I was0 sitting with him, < day, in one of the rooms of the White House which had been app priated as a studio by his friend Col. Earle, who was painting portrait, when a servant announced that Mr. Swartwout was in office and requested to see him for a moment.  He went out and, on return, told me that the whole affair was settled.   He gave me substance of the terms, but my recollection upon the subject is distinct enough to justify me in undertaking to state them, expressed my gratification at the result.   He did not appear entii satisfied with what he had agreed to, but said the matter was d< with and he would think no more about it.
The adjustment of the whole affair, was for several days p licly spoken of. Information of the fact was communicated persons out of the city and I received letters in which the pacif: tion was spoken of as undisputed. But Mr. Calhoun's publicat appeared notwithstanding. No explanation of the failure of negotiation has? to my knowledge, been given on either side. 1 attempts were subsequently made—the last immediately before . Calhoun's * appeal' appeared—to give that paper a character \ to have it published in a way which would be satisfactory to G Jackson and to prevent him from replying to or taking any no of its contents. Col. Richard M. Johnson and Senator Grur recognised and warm friends of Mr. Calhoun, as they were alsc Gen. Jackson's called (as he now informs me) on Mr. F. P. Bl with whom they enjoyed a cordial intimacy, and whose feeli were then personally favorable to Mr. Calhoun, and made a labo effort to persuade him to publish it in the Globe with comme indicating that it was neither in fact, nor in intention an att upon Gen. Jackson. He resisted their solicitations to the end, sisting that the paper could not be so qualified as to avoid a rupi with the General which must be the ruin of Mr. Calhoun.
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